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In this paper we suggest a way to piece together local information about 
a flow on a manifold to obtain more global information. It is possible to 
study by the methods suggested here flows which have very complicated 
recurrent orbits. The method which we develop below can be roughly 
described as follows: let v be a flow on a smooth manifold M. We suppose 
that a “local” study of the flow has revealed the existence of several disjoint 
compact invariant sets Jr ,..., JL which are isolated in the sense of Definition 
1.4. By a theorem of Conley and Easton [2] these invariant sets can be enclosed 
in disjoint isolating blocks B1 ,..., B, (see Definition 1.5). ,4 further study 
of the ilow may reveal that the isolated invariant sets are connected by certain 
heteroclinic orbits (see Definition 2.2). Under additional hypothesis we show 
in section two that we may enclose sets of these heteroclinic orbits in 
“cylinders” which meet the isolating blocks B, ,..., B, in such a way that the 
union of the blocks together with the union of the cylinders again forms an 
isolating block B. We assign to a point in the maximal invariant subset J of B 
a “symbol” which records the sequence in which its orbit intersects the 
blocks B, ,..., B, . The mapping 0 from J to the set of symbols C is shown 
to be continuous. It is important to study the range of 0 in order to character- 
ize possible behaviors of orbits in J This is done in section three. In particular 
Corollary 3.6 gives sufficient conditions for a symbol to belong to the range 
of 8. 
Actually in Section 3 we abstract the situation so that we study a sequence 
of spaces w, , w, , wg ,... and homeomorphisms r,, , n1 , 7ra ,... where rr, 
has domain L& C ea, and range r, +r C w,,, . The spaces correspond to a 
sequence of windows (see Definition 1.6), and the homeomorphisms cor- 
respond to maps from one window to the next defined by following orbits 
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of the flow. Our goal is to describe the domain of the infinite composition 
ofrnaps...srs~~r~~a. Isolating blocks for diffeomorphisms are also defined 
in Section 3. 
Stephen Smale’s horseshoe map [9] can be studied in this context. In this 
case wI; == .w = ((x, y) E R”: 1 x j < 1, / y \ < l> for each k. rtZ is the restric- 
tion to w,~ of a homeomorphism h of R2 onto R2 which carries w onto a 
horseshoe shaped region which intersects w in two horizontal strips. The 
domain of the infinite composition of maps ... n2 0 ?rr J 7~” is a Cantor set 
of verticle arcs. Smale characterizes the set of points which reamin in ZL’ under 
all forward and backward itterates of h as the intersection of Cantor sets of 
verticle and horizontal arcs. Corollary 3.6 might be considered as a generaliza- 
tion of this result. In Section 4 we illustrate our method by treating from 
our point of view7 an example discussed by M. Morse [4]. In this example 
we study the geodesic flow in a pair of bell bottom pants. 
The work presented in this paper is similar in spirit to the recent work of 
D. Rod f5J and joint work of D. Rod and R. Churchill [3] which is still in 
progress. The work of R. Bowen and P Walters [g] and the work of V. Alexeyev 
[?] also has points of contact with the results discussed here. 
I would like to thank Professor Charles Conley for helpful conversations 
during the preparation of this paper. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let M be a compact C” manifold and let v: &f x R1 + lid be a flow 
on M which is generated by the Co vector field +. Thus 
c+(x) = djdt &, t);,=, ~ 
For A C M and T C R1 let A . T = {T(x, t): x E 2 and t E T). For x E M 
the orbit of x is the set x . R1. Let CO(N) and U(X) denote the omega and alpha 
limit sets of x respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A suyfnce of section for g, is a submanifold S of M 
such that there exists 6 > 0 for which 9): S x (-8, 6) + Jr is an imbedding 
with open range. 
Renzarh. If W is a smooth submanifold of N of codimension 1 such 
that + is nowhere tangent to W and if S is an open subset of I&’ with whose 
closure is compact and lies in IV then S is a surface of section. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let S be a surface of section for 9 and define 
D,=(xES:x-(O,m)nS+ 6). 
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Define the Poincare’ map 16: D$ --j. S by 4(x) = x . Y where 
r = ~up(t > 0: x . (0, t) n S = m}. 
LEMMA 1.3. zj is continuous at x E D, if and only g 
(X . (0, r)> n (S - S} = 0 
where s denotes the closure of S. Furthermore ;f 4 is continuous at x then there 
exists a neighborhood U of x in S such that UC D* and #: U--f #(U) is a 
homeonwrphism. 
For a proof of this lemma see [l]. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A closed subset I of M is an invariant set of 9) if 
I . RL = I. An invariant set I of q~ is isolated if there exists an open set U of M 
containing I such that I is the maximal invariant subset of U. 
Several alternative definitions of an isolating block can be given [6]. The 
following is convenient for our purpose here. It is shown in [2] and [6] that 
each compact isolated invariant set is contained as the maximal invariant 
subset of an isolating block. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let B C M be a compact submanifold with boundary 
of M such that dim B = dim ilk Define 6 = 3B, 
bf = {X E b : 3~ > 0 3 x . (-6, 0) n B = a}, 
b-={xEb:G>O3x.(O,E)nB= m>, 
- - 
T = b - bf n b - b-. 
B is an isolating block for the flow v if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) There exist surfaces of section S+ and S- such that b+ C Sf and b- C S- 
(b) For each x E 7 there exists t, < 0 ,< t, such that x . tr E bf, x . t2 E b- 
and x . [tl , t2] C b. 
(c) bf is either empty or is a submanifold with boundary of b with 
dim b+ = dim b. 
(d) b- is either empty or is a submanifold with boundary of b with 
dim b- = dim 6. 
If B is an isolating block for q~ define 
A+ = (x E B: x . [0, co) C B}, 
A-={x~B:x.(-cqO]CB), 
J={x~B:xm(---co, oo)CB}. 
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It follows that A+, A- and J are closed subsets of M. Define a+ = A+ n bf 
and a- = 1;2- n b-. Further define r+: B - A++b- by n+(x) =x .o 
where CT = sup(t > 0: x . [0, t] C B). It follows [2] that z:f is continuous and 
that b- is a deformation retract of B - A+. 
L)EFINITION 1.6. Let B be an isolating block for 9). A z~indow in B is a 
compact submanifold with boundary w of &I such that zu C B, w - 5w 
is a surface of section for y and aw n J = o where J is the maximal 
invariant subset of B. 
In what follows suppose that B is an isolating block for QI and suppose 
that w is a window in 3 with components zur ,..., ZU, . 
1Votation 1.7. Let X = (x E J n zu: I n w # m and W(S) n ‘*r f @z;\:. 
Let $J denote the Poincare map of w - 3~. 
LEhIMA 1.8. C/J/X is a homeomorphism where #IX denotes the restriction 
of i) to A-. 
Proof. For x E X, (x - (0, co)) n ecu # ,B and {x . (-co,, 0)) n w + a 
since both W(X) and a(x) intersect zw. It follows that X is contained in the 
domain of $ and that z+!J/X is onto. +/X is continuous and open by Lemma 1.3. 
To show $/-X is one to one suppose x, y E X and x . I’ = #ix) = $(y> = 
y * s where say r > s > 0. Then y == x . (1’ - s) but since y E S it follows 
from the definition of # that r = s and hence s = y. 
The flow on Y = X * RI is topologically conjugate to the flow obtained 
by suspending the homeomorphism #/X. In order to study #J/X and hence 
Y we make use of some ideas from symbolic dynamics 
Define 
and 
s = {Wl ,..., WJ 
1‘9 
c =(f:Z-+S} 
where 2 denotes the set of integers. Let 2 and S have the discrete topology 
and give C the compact open topology. With this topology C which we call 
the sywlBo1 set is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Define the sEft auto- 
fzorphisnz or: 2 --f C by (IJ~)(!+) = f (k + 1). (T is a homeomorphism of 2. 
Define the admissibility function T: S >( S + (0, I] by 
T(q) wj) = 1; 
if 3x E wi 3 Jl[s) E zci} 
otherwise i 
Define the set of admissible symbols C’ CC by requiring that f EC’ if and 
only if T(w(k), f (k + 1)) = 1 for every integer k. Let o’ denote the restric- 
tion of cr to x’. The pair (x’, u’) is an object of study in symbolic dynamics. 
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Define a function 0: X -> C’ by 
(U(x))(n) = w.j where 4”(x) E w3 
It is easy to check that the diagram 
is commutative. Our aim is to study the map 4/X in terms of the map 0 and 
the map u’. When 0 is a homeomorphism the maps #IX and (T’ are topol- 
ogically conjugate and hence we have a complete characterization of #s/X. 
In cases of interest 0 is not always a homeomorphism, but 0 is continuous 
as we show in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 0: X + C’ is continuous. 
Proof. Sets of the form U(g, N) = (f EC’: f(n) = g(n) whenever 
1 n 1 ,< N} form a basis for the topology of C’. Hence it is sufficient to show 
that given x E X and NE Z there is a neighborhood V of x in X such that 
U( 77) C U(@(x), N). Continuity of #/X implies that there exists a neighborhood 
V of x in X such that for each y E V, and n such that 1 n 1 < N, we have 
(#/X))“(Y) and (#/X)“(x) both b e onging 1 to the same component wj of w. 
Hence O(y)(ti) = 0(x)(n) whenever I R 1 < N and therefore 0( V) C U(O(x), N). 
0 is not generally one to one since the orbits of distinct points of X may 
run through the same sequence of windows. Furthermore 0 is not generally 
onto. For example in the flow pictured in Fig. 1 below admissible symbols 
of the form ... wlzu~zus 1.. are not in the range of 9. 
FIGURE 1 
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2. NETWORKS OF ISOLATING BLOCKY 
DEFINITION 2.1. A network of isolating blocks is a collection of isolating 
. blocks {B, ,..., B,) such that 
(a) B = ui=, B, is a connected isolating block. 
(b) B, n 3, - wifi u ruk, where zujx: = bj- n b,+ and wgj = b,- A b,+ 
(c) For 1 < j, k < R and j # k, zujk is either empty or is a submanifold 
with boundary of both b,- and b,+ with dim wJk = dim bj-. Further- 
more awjP C ~~ u Q. and we define &u~,~ = i?wie n 7j and 8+zojk = 
%zqr; n Tk . 
Remark. The .wjlG’s are windows for the block B in the sense of Definition 
1,5. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If Jr and J1 are isolated invariant sets then a hederoc&zic 
orbit from J1 to Ja is an orbit x . (-co, uj) such that U(X) C Jr and W(X) C Jz . 
A heterocZizicpo& is a point on a heteroclinic orbit. When J1 = Js heteroclinic 
orbits are called homoclinic orbits. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Isolated invariant sets Jr and Jz have an isolated con- 
nection if there exists a set of heteroclinic orbits h,, from Jr to Ja such that 
Jr u E&a u Ja is an isolated invariant set where H,, = (x: x . RI E h,,). 
THEOREM 2.4. If J1 and Jz are connected, disjoint isolated invariant sets 
with an isolated connection h,, , then there e&G-ts a network of blocks (B, , B,) 
such that B, is an isolating block for Ji for i = 1, 2 and B, u B, is an isolating 
block for J1 u HI4 U Jz . Furthermore each orbit in h,, intersects wlB exactly 
once. 
Remark. If h,, is a set of homoclinic orbits from J1 to Jr a srmilar theorem 
holds. One can construct a network of blocks (B, , Bs) where B, is a block 
for Jr and B, is a block whose maximal invariant subset is empty such that 
each orbit in h,, intersects zulB exactly once. However the maximal invariant 
subset of B, u B, may contain points not in J1 u H,, in this case. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 depends on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. There exist isolating blocks N, Nl , hTz such that Nl C N, 
N2CN, N,nni, = D, nr+Cn+, n,- C n-, and the maximal invariant 
subsets of N, Nl and N, are respectively J1 U HI* U J2 , Jl and J2 . 
Proof. Using techniques developed in [2] or [6] one can construct isolating 
blocks N, B, and B, satisfying the requirements of the lemma except for the 
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conditions that bl+ C nf and b,- CR-. We will show how to modify Bl and 
B, so that these conditions are satisfied. 
There exists T > 0 such that for each x E az- we have x . [0, T] n h- = m, 
since otherwise we could find y E a,- such that y * R1 C N and a(y) C Ja thus 
contradicting the fact that jr u HI3 u Ja is the maximal invariant subset 
of N. The set {a2- . (0, T] n b,-) is closed and is disjoint from as-. Hence 
we can choose a submanifold with boundary m C b,- such that a,- C m and 
m n {a,- . (0, TJ} = ,D. We now modify B, to form 
B,’ = B, - {X E B, : x . [0, m) n {bg- - m} # m>. 
It follows from the definitions of m and B,’ that for each .v E m, 
n . (0, T(x)] n B,’ = i~i where T(x) is defined by 
T(x) = sup@: X * [O, t] c N}. 
We next “stretch” B,’ to form 
N2 = B,’ u {x . [0, T(x)]: x E ml. 
iVa is an isolating block and we now have 7zzg- C n-. 
Similarly we can modify B, to form Nr so that the conditions of the lemma 
are satisfied. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose Bl and B, are disjoint isolating blocks for invariant 
sets J1 and J2 and suppose there exists a submanifold with boundary m of b,- 
such that: 
(1) For each x E m there exists o(x) > 0 such that 
{X . [O, U(X)]} n {Bl u B,} = {x} u {x . U(X)>. 
(2) ql f a92 n 71 is either empty or is a submanifold with boundary of am. 
with dim ql = dim am. 
(3) For each x E qz = am - (ql - aql} we have x * u(x) E TV . 
Then give?8 a compact subset K of m - am there exist isolating blocks Nl and 
N, for J1 and Jz respectively such that (Nl , Nz> forms a network of blocks and 
such that for each x E K, x . [0, WI) n {Nl n N2) # o . 
Figure 2 below illustrates a special case of the lemma, and the proof is 
motivated by considering this special case. 
Proof of 2.6. b,- and b,+ are contained in surfaces of section S,- and S,+ 
respectively. Choose a bicollar c on am. That is, choose a homeomorphism 
7: am x [ - 1, l] -+ S,- such that y(x, 0) = x for each x E am, and such that 
each point of m u c is carried by the flow to S,+ where c = y(anz x [- 1, 11). 
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FIGVHE 2 
We also require that c A K = @. For each x E m u c define U(X) - 
sup@ > 0: x * [0, t] n S,+ = ,@I, and define TE T= {x . t: x E m U c and 
0 < t < U(X)}. Then 5 is homeomorphic to (m LJ c) x [0, I]. The homeo- 
morphism /3 is defined by /3(x . t) = (x, tlo(x)) where x E nz u c and x . t E ti. 
It is possible to construct an imbedding LX of m x [0, l] into fi such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
R ze d,m x [O, I]) is an isolating block for 9, with 
r+ =I= Ly({m x O} u {sr x [O, I]}) 
r- = a({m X l> U {q2 X [0, 11)) and r, = r+ n r-. 
R n B, =z a(m x 0) 
R n B, - u(m x 1) and CL(~I x 1) n a,+ = o 
For x E K, x . [O, co) n Lu(rn x I) + ,z . 
We temporarily postpone the construction of a and suppose that an im- 
bedding N with the above properties exists. It follows that B, u R is an 
isolating block for v which we call Nr . Here nr+ = b,+ u {r+ - m>, n,- == 
(b,- - m} U T- and rN1 = (7r - 4r) u rX . 
Since a(qz x 1) is contained in 6,” - a2-k we can “shave” the block B, 
to form the block N2 : = B, - {x: x . (- S, 0] n d - 2d # GT} where d is 
a submanifold with boundary of b,-b such that (d - 2ddf n Ly(m x 1) - @ 
and o(q2 x 1) C 2d. It follows that ,(m x 1) C n2+ and a(qZ x 1) C 7N2. 
It follows that {Nr , NJ forms a network of blocks satisfying the requirements 
of the lemma. Let Ar = _iV1 U Nz. Then n+ _-= n,+ u (nz+ - ,(m x J)), 
n- zzz (nl- - or(m x 0)) u ns- and T,~ = - (or - Lu(q, x 1)) u (TV - a(qz x 1)). 
It remains to show how to construct CL. Essentially we construct a homeo- 
morphism of m x [0, I] onto a “wedge” W contained in {m U c> x [0, I]. 
The sides of W which meet ql x 0 taper inward and the sides of W which 
meet qa x 0 taper outward as shown in Fig. 3. We then imbed W and hence 
m x [O, I] in fi using the imbedding p defined above. 
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FIGURE 3 
We now give the construction of 01. Define an imbedding 
yl : am x [- 1, l] x [0, l] + ~fi by yr(x, Y, EL) = y(x, V) . /JO(X). 
Since q1 n q2 is a submanifold of am we can choose an imbedding 
y2 : (ql n e) x [--1/Z WI -+ am such that y& n q2) x [-l/2, 0] C ql , 
y2((ql n q2) x [0, l/2]) C q2 and ye((ql n q2) x 0) = q1 n qz . Let d denote 
the range of y2 . Define a homeomorphism ys : %z x [- 1, 0] x [0, 11 + 
am x [- 1, l] x [0, l] as follows: 
(a) If x E qi - d define ys(.x, p, V) = (x,fJv), cc) where f, : [-1, 0] --+ 
[-1, u/2] is the linear, orientation preserving homeomorphism. 
(b) If x E q2 - d define ys(x, p, V) = (x, g,(v), ,u) where g, : C-1, 0] -+ 
[-I, -u/2] h 1’ is t e mear orientation preserving homeomorphism. 
(c) If x E d then x = yi(y, h(x)) where y E ql n qz and A(x) E [-l/2, l/2]. 
Define Y&G u, P) = (x, h,,,c&>, EC) where bA : L-1, 01 - 1-L W-4 
is the linear orientation preserving homeomorphism. 
The homeomorphism ys provides the “taper” on the “wedge”. 
Finally define 01: (Tn) x [0, I] + I% as follows: 
(d) If x E nz - c define 01(x, EL) = x . P@(X) 
(e) If x E c n nz define 01(x, p) = y1 . ys(y-1(x), p). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Boof of Theorem 2.4. Let N, Nr and N, satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
2.5. It follows that Hrg n n,- CA,- and Hr, n n2+ C ag+ since otherwise 
orbits of h,, would not be contained in N. Furthermore each orbit in hl% 
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intersects n,- exactly once. HP2 CT n,- is closed since Jr u HIS U J2 is closed 
and consequently we can choose a submanifold with boundary m of n,- 
such that H,, n n,-Cint m and for each XE~, x’. [O, C(X)] CN where 
03 > u(x) = sup{t > 0: X . [O, t] n ?z$f + G5>~ 
r Let pr = dm n a,- and p2 = (X E am: x . U(X) E Q+‘>. pr and pe are disjoint 
closed sets. If ps + 0 choose a submanifold with boundary K of n,- such 
that K n a,- = 0, T = k n m is a submanifold with boundary of both 
2k and Fm and pz C F - 2r-. If pa = o choose k = a. Modify N1 by “shaving” 
to obtain B,’ = N, - {x: s . [0, co) n int k # .P’}. B,’ is an isolating block 
for Jr . Let B” be the component of B,’ which contains Jr. 
Define m’ = (X . U(X): x E m>. m’ is a submanifold of ~za+. Let 
9.’ = {x . U(X): 2; E Y>, Then up+ n am’ C P’. Choose a submanifold with 
boundary k’ of n,+ such that k’ n a,+ and k’ n m’ = (%m’ - int r’>. Modify 
N, to obtain B,’ = Nz - {x: x . (-co, 0] n int k’ + @>. B,’ is an isolating 
block for j, . Let B” be the component of B,’ which contains Ja . 
Now B; , Bi , nz satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6 hence and Lemma 2.6 
implies the existence of the desired network (B, , B,). 
3. REALIZING SYMBOLS 
Suppose throughout this section that {B, ,..., B,} is a network of isolating 
blocks for ~JJ. Thus B = B, u ... u Bl is a block whose maximal invariant 
subset we denote by J. We will be concerned with the following question. 
Given a biinfinite sequence of windows (... We I; , wliTk2 ,...) in the network 
of blocks is there a point x of (ZQ. k o .1 n J) whole’orbit runs through the se- 
quence of windows in the prescribed order ? If so C’(X) = (... w?:.+, ) wkllsZ ,~..) 
and thus .v “realizes” the symbol. This question can be formulated more 
abstractly as follows: let . . . . w-r , w0 , wr ,~.. be a sequence of sets and let 
. . . . T-1 ) “0 ) 371 ,... be a sequence of homeomorphisms where T,,~ has domain 
d, C w, and range r,+r C zu,?+r . We want to fomrulate a theorem whose 
conclusion is that c n e # B where c denotes the domain of the composition 
of homeomorphisms ... zr2 0 r1 0 zr,, and e denotes the domain of the com- 
position of homeomorphisms a.. zrri o n 1: . We want the hypothesis of such 
a theorem to be verifiable for sequences of windows in a network of blocks 
with the maps between them being defined by the flow. 
The sets c and e are contained in w, which we assume is a manifold with 
boundary. We assume that the boundary of w, has two parts %+wO and 
a-zu, ) that c intersects a-w, but not %+zus , and that e intersects a+wO but not 
a-zu,, . A general condition which forces c and e to intersect is that they carry 
cohomology classes p E H”(q, , a-zu,,) and v E H~(zq, a+q,) where the cup 
product p v v E H~+Q(q, awe) does not vanish. (The set c carries ,LC if 
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i*(p) f 0 where i: (c, c n a-zu,J + (zus , a-w,) is the inclusion map.) Theorem 
3.5 gives sufficient conditions for c to carry p and Corollary 3.6 uses the cup 
product to show c n e # @ . By using cohomology theory we avoid involved 
point set topology arguments. Further, the hypotheses in this section can 
generally be verified for perturbations of a given flow or mapping. 
For the reader who is not familiar with cohomology theory I suggest [IO] as 
a possible reference. DeRahm cohomology theory is treated in this reference. 
In this theory the cochains are differential forms on a manifold and they are 
evaluated on chains by integration. The cup product of cochains is obtained 
by taking their exterior product as differential forms. I have used Tech 
cohomology theory below since it has a continuity property with respect to 
direct limits which makes it a more powerful tool for my purposes than the 
DeRahm theory. 
The following example provides some motivation for the hypotheses to 
follow. Suppose h: R2 -+ R* is the homeomorphism defined by Iz(x, y) = 
()lx,yy)whereO<h<l <y.Letzu,=w=((x,y)ERB:I?CI<1,1y/~l) 
for each integer n and let rrPX = h/w. If & and Y, denote the domain and range 
respectively of 7~~ then d, = (x, y): I x 1 < 1, I y I < r-l> and P,, = 
{(x, y): / x I < A, I y ) < l}. Define a-w, = {(x, y) E w: j x I = l} and 
a+w, = ((x, y) E zu: ( y j = l}. Notice that the pair (d,% , d% n a-w,) carries 
the cohomology class p which generates Hl(zu, 8-w). Furthermore the pair 
(cn 9 c, n 8-w) also carries p for each n > 0 where c,~ denotes the domain 
of the composition of maps z-~ 0 ~-?,-i 0 ... 0 r0 . For IZ < 0 let e, denote the 
domain of the composition of maps 7r;lo ..* ~1:. Then the pairs (yn, Y, n a+w) 
and (en, e, n a+w) both carry the cohomology class v which generates 
H’(w, a+w). We conclude that c n e f (z; where 
c=& 
--Lx 
and e= n en 
?l=O n=-1 
since (c, c n a-w) carries p, (e, e n a+w) carries v and the cup product 
p u v is nonzero. The set c n e is precisely the set of points x such that h”(x) E w 
for every integer n. Of course in this example we can easily compute that 
c = {(x, y): 1 x j < 1, 1 y 1 = 0} and e = {(x, y): j x / = 0, I y 1 < 1). The 
following discussion generalizes the above argument. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. Suppose tlzat [w, , w, ,... ) is a sequence of manifokds 
with boundary and suppose that [r. , rl ,...) is a sequence of homeomorphisms 
whele rn has domain d, C zu,, and range T;~+~ C w,+~ . Suppose that awU,, = 
a+w-, u a-w, zvheve a+wn and a-w, me nonempty submanifolds of ikr, with 
common boundary a,w, n a-w, . Assume that d,& and Y, are nonempty closed 
sets for each n axd that (a+zuR n d,} v (a-w, n Ye> = @ fey each n. 
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Throughout this section N*(X, ,4) will denote denote the Tech cohomology 
groups of the pair of spaces (X, A). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied and define maps 
jn*: H*(w, , bun) 4 H*(wTz+, , 8-~~+~) by jn* = (i~*)(~~*)“(rr,‘)*(j~) where 
j : (d, , d, n a-w,) - (u, , a-zu,), 
i, : (wn+l ) a-%+1) - (%+1 9 wn+l - Ta+d and 
4 : (h , T,+~ n ZU,+~ - rd + kncl , &+l - ~.n+l~ 
are inclusion maps. ia* is an isomorphism by the excision axiom. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.3. Assurze Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied and let [+, , pI ,...) be 
a sequence of cohomology classes with P,~ E N*(w,, , a-m,). Suppose that 
j,*(p,) == pn+l for all n. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that 3.1 and 3.3 are satisjed. Then given atzy closed 
set R contailzed in d,,fl which carries pFL,+l it follows that x;l(K n r,,,)carries P,~. 
Proof. Let q = wnil - rn+l and consider the diagram of maps. 
By excision is* and j,* are isomorphisms. At the cohomology level the 
diagram is commutative in the sense that (il*)(i2*)(iz*)-1 = ( jI*)(j2*)--l(&*) 
and (js*)(r;r)*= (,;‘)*(j,*). By hypothesis (iI)*(~nt.r) f 0, But (;1*)(p+r) = 
(il)(j,*)(pnj and hence (il*)(iz*)(i3*)-1(m;1)*(j*)(p.,) f 0. Therefore by 
commutativity of the diagram, (j,)*(~;“)*(j*)(~,J f 0. Again by com- 
mutativity, this implies that (j,*)(j*)(& # 0 and thus 
[7i-;l(K n r n+l)f G(K n pm+1 n dl 
carries pn . This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.3 are satisjed afzd 
suppose that d, carries pn for each n. Then c, carries y, for all 11 and Itence 
cakes pLo where c,, is the domain of the composition of maps ?T, 0 . .- 0 572 0 7110 n-0 . 
Proof. c, = z-;~(Y~ n T;‘(T~ n ... n;!r(~+~ IT (tn)) . ..). dR carries plz by 
hypothesis and hence Lemma 3.4 implies that TT;!~(T,,-~ n d,) carries ps-1 . 
Applying the lemma again we see that GT&[T,-~ n ~&(~,-r n d,)] carries 
pnP2 . Continued application of the lemma yields the result that c,, carries y, . 
Since 
and since the c,~ are nested, a direct limit argument implies that c carries y, . 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that (.-- zu-, , w, , eu, ,...) and (... z--r , rrO ,rrI ,... j 
are biinjinite sequences of mamyolds with boundary and homeomorphisms respec- 
tively. Suppose that [tco , p1 ,...) and [v,, , VQ ,...) are sequences of cohomology 
claxses such that the tuples 
a% ,2% ,...>, h 9 Tl Y.), i&l 7 Pl Y.>> 
ad 
{II%, w-1 ,a.. ), [K; ,d Y.), [vll , v-1 ,... >) 
both satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5. In addition suppose that the cup 
product pa u v,, is noxzero in Hp+g(w, aw) wlzere p + q < dim(w,) = 6. Then 
there exists .1: E w0 which “~ealixes the symbol” (... zu-, , w, , w1 ...) in the 
seme that 7rme1 0 +** 0 7r0(x) E w, for all n > 0 and 7rIi 0 ... 0 r::(x) E zu-, 
for all n < 0. 
Proof. Let 
‘xl 
c=nc, 
n=1 
denote the set of points in q, which realize the symbol [w,, , w, ,...) and let 
denote the set of points in wO which realize the symbol [q,, we1, w-a ,...). 
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By Theorem 3.5 d, carries p0 and e, carries v0 for IZ = 1, 2,... . Consider the 
commutative diagram 
H*(zo, a-w) x H*(w, a+w) 2 H*(zu, w - d,) x H*(w, w - e,) 
I I 
h 
H*(w, zu - d, n e,) 
where the horizontal homomorphisms are induced from inclusion maps and 
the vertical homomorphisms are the cup product homomorphisms. We want 
to show that p,, u v,, is in the image of /& . 
Since ~~~ = (j,* .. .j,*)(pJ and q, = (k,* .‘. k,*)(v,) (where the definition 
of the k,*‘s is similar to the definition of the j,*‘s) it follows that (pO, VJ 
is in the image of ~1,~ . Commutativity of the diagram implies that ,u,, u v0 
is in the image of /3,2 and hence that H”+c(w, w - d, n en) + 0. By the 
Alexander duality theorem it follows that Hp+g--S(d,z n enj f 0. A direct 
limit argument yields the result that Hp+@(d n e) f 0. Thus dimjd n e) 3 
p + 4 -- 6 and each x E d n e realizes the symbol (.. ’ W-~ , z+ , wl ?.~.). This 
completes the proof. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to illustrating the use of 
3.5 and 3.6. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let y be a homeomorphism of a smooth manifold M. 
Define E M x Z+ M by r(x, n) = yn(x) where Z denotes the set of 
integers .T is a discrete dyrtamical system on M. For x E M define the orbit of x 
to be set {y”(x): k G 21. A set XC M is invariant if for each x E X, 3 ~ 2 C X. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Suppose that W is a compact submanifold with boundary 
of M. Let 
d = {x E W: y(x) E W] 
and 
Y = (x E w: y-l(x) E W). 
Then W is an isolating block for T if d n Y C W - 8W. 
Remark. It is possible to show that each compact isolated invariam set 
J of r is contained as the maximal invariant subset of an isolating block W. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that W is an isolating block for I’ as in 3.8. Choose 
submanijolds with boundary a-Wand a,Wof ~Wsz~ch that 8-W u a,W = aW, 
a-W n a+W is their common boundary, and such that d n a,w = ET and 
r n 8-w = 0. Suppose that d carries 1~ E HP( W, a-W) and Y carries 
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v E Hg(W, a+W). Suppose j*(p) = p where j*: H*(w, 8-w) --+ H*(m, a-w) is 
induced by the composition of maps 
Then the maximal invariant subset J of W has dim J > p + q - dim n/I. 
Proof. Define a biinfinite sequence of spaces ( .*. w-r , zu,, , w, ,...) and 
homeomorphisms (a.0 r-r , 7r,-, , I ,...) by w, = W and rrll = y/d for all 
n. Define pla = p for n = 0, 1,2 ,... and v, = v for n = 0, -1, -2 ,... . 
Then the hypothesis of Corollary 3.6 is satisfied and consequently J is the 
intersection of two closed sets one of which carries p and the other v. It 
follows that dim J 3 p + q - dim M. 
The conclusions of 3.9 also hold for perturbations of the homeomophism 
y as shown below. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let W(E) = (x E w: d(x, aw) 3 E} where d is a metric 
on w. 
THEOREM 3.11. Suppose y(w(~)) n w carries v E H*(m, a+w) and 
y-l(w(e)) n w cakes p E H*(w, 8-w). If $7 is any homeomorphism of IV sufi- 
ciently close to y in the compact open topology on maps from w into M, then 7 
sntisjies the hypothesis of 3.9. 
Proof. Let ~={xEw: F(X) E w> and r” ={XE w:j+(z) EW}. For 7 
sufficiently close to y, d” n r” lies in the interior of w since d n Y is contained 
in the interior of w. Hence w is an isolating block for p, the discrete dynamical 
system generated by i;. Furthermore for ~7 sufficiently close to y in the compact 
open topology we have d”n a+w = a, r” n i3-w = o, r-l(zu(~)) C n” and 
Y(w(E)) C 7. It follows that d carries p and r” carries V. Again, for f close to y 
these maps are homotopic on their common domain. Hence J*(p) = p 
where the definition ofJ* is similar to the definition of j*. This completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 3.11 applies for example to perturbations of the hyperbolic 
map h of P discussed earlier in this section. 
It is clear that, given a biinfinite sequence of windows (.*. wkoP1 , wklB, ,...) 
in the stack of blocks {B, ,..., B,) and maps between them defined by the 
flow, Corollary 3.6 can be used to find points in J n w~,~, whose orbits run 
through the sequence of windows in the prescribed order. In the next section 
we give examples which illustrate this point. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
The first example is intended to provide a simple illustration of the pre- 
ceeding material. Choose a smooth function f: [O, CO) + [---I, 0] such that 
j-l(O) = 0 andf is strictly decreasing. Choose a smooth function g: [0, 00) --f- 
[0, 11 such that g(0) = 1, g’(0) = 0, g is strictly decreasing on [0, I], and 
g(x) = 0 for x >, 1. Let 5 be the vector field on R2 x S which forms the 
right hand side of the differential equations 2 = 0, j = f(~” + y”), 14 = g( 1 x I). 
Let N = {(x, y, 8) E R2 x S: 1 x 1 < 1, / y / < 1). Then N is an isolating 
block for the flow on R2 x 9 generated by E. It follows from the choice of 
the functions f and g that the map r+: n+ - a+ -+ ?a- - a+ has the form 
n+(r, 1,6) = (x, -1, 0 + q(] x I)) where ~(1 x 1) approaches infinity mono- 
tonically as 1 x ] approaches zero. 
Now choose imbeddings fi ,j2 : N-t R3 such that B1 =f,(N) and 
3, =f,(N) are linked solid tori as pictured in Fig. 4, and the vector fields 
WI(~) and Y2CE) g a ree on B, n B, . Extend the vector field Ofi u .Dj2(Q 
to a vector field on R3 which generates a flow y on Ra. 
FIGURE 4 
We have constructed B, and B, so that {B, , Ba> forms a network of 
isoIating blocks for the flow 97. We propose to study the maximal invariant 
subset J of B = B, u B, . Notice that the maximal invariant subsets Jr 
and J2 of Bl and B, are linked periodic orbits. We suppose that points of both 
Jr and I2 travel in a clockwise direction around Bl and B, respectively as 
pictured in Fig. 4. B, and B, intersect in the squares w12 = 6r- n b$ and 
w21 = b,- n 6,+. ~~r+(w,r) consists of two strips in b,- which spiral to a,-. 
Consequently z1+(ru2r) n w12 is the union of a countable collection of strips 
crossing rare appraximately parallel to a,- and converging to a,-. Similarly 
372+c%21 n w21 is the union of a countable collection of strips crossing we1 
approximately parallel to uB- and converging to a,-. 
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Let w = zo, u ~‘a be the window in the isolating block B = B, u B, 
pictured in Fig. 4. Define X, #IX, x., o and 9: X-+x as in 1.7 and 1.9. 
Our aim is to sketch the proof of the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Each orbit in J intersects X and 0: X-F 2 is onto. 
Proqf. There exists T > 0 such that if ~(3, t) E B for 0 < t < T then 
y(x, T) E w for some 0 < 7 < T. It follows that each orbit of J must intersect 
w, and that the points of intersection must belong to X. 
In order to show that 0 is onto define for each positive integer R the sets 
db = {x E wl : F(x) E w1 for 0 <j < k, #“(A) E wa) 
,‘“: ==i”:z;: e$y5 for 0 < j < k, Q!+(X) E wa} 
3x E7.Q 
R,” = {Z E zi; i p(x) E w2 
for 0 < j < k, #*(zc) E m,> 
for 0 < j < k, yF(.r) E wi> 
Knowldege of the flow g, in B, and in B, allows us to determine that the sets 
di , rlz , D,n and RI have the form shown in Fig. 5. 
FIGURE 5 
The sets rl+(dk) form a nested collection of vertical strips in wrs converging 
to a,-, and the sets r2-(Rd) form a nested collection of horizontal strips 
converging to a,+. Consequently #(d,) J ‘oins the two components of R, n aw, 
as pictured, and it follows that #“(dl) n D,,2 separates the two components of 
D, n azw, . Similarly $-m(Dnl) n dz separates the two components of dz n &u, . 
Now supposef E C. Without loss of generality we assume thatf( - 1) #f(O) 
say j( -1) = w, and f(0) = w, . f determines a sequences of integers 
. . .n-, < 0 < n, < ... where f(ni) #j(ni,) and f(j) ==f(nJ for ni < 
j < ni+r . To show that f is in the range of 0 consider the sequence of spaces 
. ..s-l , so , s1 ,... and homeomorphisms . ..h-. , h, , h, ,... where Z(k) = 
%+1- 12~ and sle = dL(,, for Fz odd, and A, = #“(“) with suitably restricted 
domain and range. If the sequence of spaces and homeomorphisms satisfies 
the hypothesis of 3.6, then it follows that f is in the range of 0. Define 
a-s, = 
dk n awl for k even 
D, n aw, for k odd I 
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and 
hi, - (a-d,) for K eveni 
aD, - (a-D,> for K oddj’ 
Each space sir is topologically equivalent to a square with a-s, corresponding 
to the verticle sides of the square. Thus for each k, Hl(s, 9 &s,) is isomorphic 
to the integers. Let pB denote the generator of Hl(s, , a-sic) and let uk denote 
the generator of Hl(s, , %+s~). Clearly the cup product pLo 0 v0 is not equal to 
zero. 
The range of h, consists of two strips each of which separates the com- 
ponents of a-s, for k even (see Fig. 5). Similarly the same result holds for K 
odd, The domain of h, consists of two strips each of which separates the 
components of a+sk for K even since t,!rrfi(D,,J n d, separates the components 
of &!, - ac n &uzo, . The same result holds for K odd. An equivaient statement 
of these separation properties is that for each k the domain of h, carries pIc 
and the range of 11, carries vkfl . 
Remark. Suppose L is the unit square in Ra and let aL and a+L denote the 
verticle and horizontal sides of L respectively. Let c be a closed subset of L. 
Then c separates the components of a+L if and only if c carries the generator 
p of HI&, a-x$ 
We omit the computation which shows that j,*(,,) = ~~.+r for each n 
where j,z * is defined as in 3.2. Thus the hypothesis of 3.4 is satisfied and 
hence f belongs to the range of 8. 
B, and B, still form a network of isolating blocks for a sufficiently small 
Co perturbation + of 9 and wr U w2 remains a window for $5. Let d denote the 
map which assigns symbols to orbits of +. We conjecture that a symbol f is 
in the range of8 iff does not take the same vdue more than a bounded number 
of times in succession. This bound increases as $5 approaches 91. 
The second example we treat is due to Hadamard and is discussed by 
M. Morse [4]. Consider a smooth 2-sphere S embedded in R3 as shown in 
Fig. 6. We want to study the geodesic flow y on the unit tangent bundle iPI 
of S. M is a 3 manifold which is diffeomorphic to P3, the three dimensional real 
projective space. Let Iz be a height function on S defined by Iz((xl y, z)) = x 
where (x,3’, z) E S. Define R = ((Y, y, z) E S: 0 < z < I}. We suppose that 
R is topologically a disk with two holes and that R has the shape of a pair 
of bell bottom pants. Let p: &f--+ S be the natural projection of M onto S 
and define B = p-l(R). Define V: M + R1 by I;’ = h op. We assume that 
the waistband and cuffs of the pants flair out as pictured in Fig. 6 and as a 
consequence that for ?IZ E: n/l, v(m) < 0 whenever V[VI) = 0 and v(icln> > 0 
whenever V(m) = 1. It follows that B is an isolating block for 9. We want to 
describe the maximal invariant subset J of B. 
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FIGURE 6 
Since B is diffeomorphic to R x S we can choose coordinates (ul , ua , 0) 
onBwhereBEJPand(u,,u,)ED=(~ER~: juj <2, iu--(1,O)j > l/2, 
124 - (-l,O)/ > l/2). 
Let 
CJ, ={uED:u2 =o and -2 < 211 < -1.5) 
a, ={uuD:uB =0 and 1.5 < u1 < 2). 
Then q and a, correspond to the side seams of the pants. Define 
Then w, ,..., We form windows in the isolating block B in the sense of 
Definition 1.6. Let S = {q , w2 , zu, , wq} and define the admissibility 
function T: S x S -+ (0, l} by T(q , wj) = (tij) where the tij’s form the 
matrix 
Let C’ denote the space of admissible symbols as in 1.9 and let 
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X = J n (ior w wa u zua u w4). Then the result due to Morse is that 
8: X -+ C’ defined as in 1.9 is a homeomorphism and the diagram 
commutes. This result depends of course on assumptions about the embedding 
of R in Ra. 
In his proof Morse considers the region R' on the imbedded two sphere 
which is bounded below by the two minimal closed geodesics in the legs 
of the pants and above by the maximal closed geodesic parallel to the waist- 
band. R’ is a compact surface bounded by nonintersecting closed geodesics 
and hence a theorem from the calculus of variations implies that m each 
homotopy class of curves jointing two points of R' there exists a geodesic 
segment joining them. R' has negative curvature except at isolated points 
and hence the Gauss-Bonet theorem implies that there is exactly one geodesic 
in each homotopy class of curves joining two points. R’ is now cut along the 
side seams of the pants to form a disk R" which by the above results is 
geodesically convex. An unending geodesic in R’ generates a symbol which 
records the order and direction in which it crosses the side seams of the pants. 
Th e geodesic convexity of R” is used to show the one to one correspondence 
between symbols and unending geodesics in R'. 
In what follows we sketch a proof that 8 is a homeomorphism from our 
point of view. 
Define R, = {PER: ul(q) GO>, R, = (PER: u,(q) > 01, 
We make the following assumptions which depend on the embedding of R 
in R3: 
(A) Suppose that R, n R, (as we have drawn R in Fig. 6) lies in a plane 
parallel to the z axis. 
(B) Suppose that (4 E R: a&) = 0) 1 ies in a plane parallel to the z axis 
in R3 and perpendicular to the plane through R, n R, . 
(C) Suppose that the reflections accross these planes in R3 are symmetries 
of R. As a consequence, NI = p-l(Rl) and Nz = p+(R,) are isolating 
blocks. 
(D) Suppose that R, is “fibered by geodesic segments.” More precisely, 
suppose there exists an embedding 01~ : or -+ ?zl+ - aI+ with the 
following properties: 
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(1) p 0 01~ is the identity map on r, . 
(2) For 4 E r, let LX&~) . [0, U&I)] denote the orbit segment joining 
c+(q) and ri+(c+ , (4)). Define 8: rl x [0, l] -+ Ni by &(p, t) = 
01i(q) * to,(p). We require that p o 6: rr x [0, l] --+ RI is a homeo- 
morphism. 
(3) For q such that u2(q) = 0, -l/2 < u,(q) < 0 we require that 
B(c+(q)) = 0 and f or q such that u*(q) = 0 and -2 < u,(q) < - 1.5 
we require that B(ol,(q) = T. 
The fact that RI is fibered by geodesic segments allows us to split Nr into 
two isolating blocks B, and B, as follows: define E: RI + S1 by t(q) = 
p”(q) n S(r, x [0, 11). Define 
Topologically Br and B, are solid tori which intersect in two disjoint annuli 
of orbit segments crossing N1 . 
Furthermore wr and ws are global surfaces of section for Bl and B, 
respectively. 
(E) We assume that the maximal invariant subsets J1 and Js of Bl and B3 
are periodic orbits which project onto the circle 6 of minimum arc 
length separating RI as shown in Fig. 6. 
Using the reflection symmetry of R across the plane determined by 
RI n R2 we obtain blocks B, and B4 whose union is iVs . Then 
(B, , B, , B, , BJ essentially forms a network of isolating blocks whose 
union is B. Strictly speaking one should shave away the intersections 
B, n B, and B, n B, to obtain a network of blocks. 
(F) Our final assumption is that a,+ and na+ intersect p-l(R, n R,) as 
shown in Fig. 7. It follows from the symmetries of the problem that the 
other sets as+, u4+, a,-, aB-, us- and u4- are situated as shown in Fig. 7. 
FIGURE 7 
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The dotted lines represent [(B, n B3j u (B, n Z&j] n F(R, n Ii,). 
Thus for example was is represented by the shaded region in Fig. 7. 
Each non-empty window wjli in the network of blocks is topologically 
a square with aj- intersecting ak-b in a point in the interior of wjx. . Given a 
pair windows wja , zuknz one can verify that nlc+(z+) intersects wkril in infinitely 
many strips as shown in Fig. 8. The strips can be numbered P(K, I), r(K, 2)... 
Wit, 
FIGURE 8 
so that if TV+ belongs to r(K, flz) then the orbit segment from x to TV;+ 
intersects We exactly nz times. This makes use of the fact that JTc is a periodic 
orbit and ZQ is a surface of section for the flow in B, . Define 
d(k, m) = (7rt+)-l (T(k, 112)). 
Now consider the diagram 
We want to show that 0 is onto. Given f E c’ define an equivalence relation 
N onZbyjNK iff(j) =f(k) =f(Z) w h ere 1 is any integer between j and k. 
Let E denote the set of equivalence classes defined in this way. Then there is 
a one to one correspondence g: Z + E such that g(0) = (01 and such that if 
j < k then a < b whenever a ~g(j) and b ~g(k). Define a function h: Z --+ Z 
by h(lz) = I where I is the number of elements in the set g(k). Consider the 
sequence of windows 
( **- ZWO).S(l) T %(I),&) ,a*- >, 
the sequence of domains 
(..., 4g(l), WI, 4m, Km-~, 
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the sequence of ranges 
(-7 Q(O), W)l, ffg(l), WNY.)~ 
and the sequence of maps 
( . . . 7ro , z-1 )... > ) 
where n-h is the restriction of z-;~+~, to d[g(k), h(K)]. These can be shown to 
satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 3.6 and therefore there exists 
x E d(g(l), h(1)) such that (TV o *.a o z-J(x) and ~1: 0 --a 0 n::(x) is defined for 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . It follows from the definitions of the sequences of spaces and 
maps that K(X) = f. Hence 0 is onto. 
0 is continuous by 1.10 and 2’ is compact. Hence in order to verify that 
0 is a homeomorphism it remains to show that Q is one to one. Our argument 
here is the same as that given by M. Morse [4]. The results of Bowen and 
Walters [S] can also be used to show that 0 is one to one. 
Since R has negative curvature almost everywhere the flow q.~ is “expansive.” 
This implies that for x # y, X, y E .Zj the orbits of x and y must run through 
sequences of windows which eventually differ. Thus O(X) + 0(y) and oi is 
therefore one to one. 
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